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Chapterr 4 

Thee square—triangle tilin g 

4.11 Introduction 
Thee aim of this chapter is to provide a short review of the square-triangle random 
tilingg model. Much of it will be referred to in Chapters 5 and 6. All results here are 
fromm the literature, except that we give the coordinate Bethe Ansatz for somewhat 
moree general tile weights. 

Thee square-triangle random tiling was introduced by Collins [25] as a model for 
thee melting of close-packed crystals. The configurations of the model are tilings 
off  the plane with squares and equilateral triangles whose edge lengths are equal. 
AA typical configuration is shown in Figure 4.1. A configuration where the squares 
predominatee has rectangular domains consisting of squares separated by walls con-
sistingg of triangles. When the triangles predominate there are hexagonal domains 
off  triangles separated by walls of squares. Example configurations of this fourfold 
symmetricc phase and sixfold symmetric phase are shown in Figures 4.2(a) and (b), 
respectively. . 

4.22 Lattice representation 

Thee corners of the tiles do not form a regular lattice or a subset of a lattice. (Unless 
thee tiling contains only squares or only triangles.) Nevertheless the model can be 
convenientlyy formulated as a lattice model, as follows. The diagonals of the squares 
comee in six different orientations. Select one of these orientations as well as the 
twoo orientations that are rotated by +7r/3 or by —7r/3 from it. Then each square 
inn the tiling has precisely one diagonal whose orientation is selected. Draw this 
diagonall  in each square, as shown in Figure 4.3(a) for a part of the configuration 
fromm Figure 4.1. Then the edges of the tiles together with the added diagonals make 
upp a deformed triangular lattice. The deformation is fully specified when for each 
edgee in the regular lattice the orientation of the corresponding edge in the deformed 
latticee is given. For each of the three orientations of edges in the regular lattice, 
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Figuree 4.1: A typical configuration of the square-triangle random tiling. The plane 
iss covered by squares and equilateral triangles fitted together along their edges. 

(a)) (b) 

Figuree 4.2: Configurations of the square-triangle tiling can be viewed in terms of 
domainss and walls in two ways, (a) When the density of the squares is high, most 
off  them are in large rectangular domains that are separated by walls made up of 
triangles,, (b) When the density of the triangles is high, most of them are in large 
hexagonall  domains that are separated by walls made up of squares. 
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Figuree 4.3: (a) A configuration of the square-triangle tiling can be turned into 
aa deformed triangular lattice by adding all square diagonals (dashed) of certain 
orientations,, (b) The deformation of the regular lattice is fully specified by giving 
eachh edge a label 0, + or —, depending on the orientation of the corresponding edge 
inn the deformed lattice. 

theree are three corresponding orientations in the deformed lattice: one selected 
square-diagonall  orientation and the two tile-edge orientations nearest to it. Each 
edgee in the regular lattice is given a label 0, + or - describing the orientation of the 
correspondingg edge in the deformed lattice: 0 for the square diagonal, + for the tile 
edgee rotated by +TT/12 from that square diagonal, and - for the tile edge rotated 
byy —7r/12 from it. These labels completely determine the deformation of the lattice, 
andd hence the configuration of the square-triangle tiling. Figure 4.3(b) shows the 
labellingg that corresponds to the configuration from Figure 4.3(a). A mapping of the 
square-trianglee tiling on a lattice model was first given by Oxborrow and Henley [72], 
butt the mapping described here is due to Kalugin [54]. 

Inn the square-triangle tiling the squares occur in three different orientations 
andd the triangles in four. Figure 4.4 shows the tiles in their different orientations 
togetherr with the corresponding edge labellings in the triangular lattice. Each face 
off  the triangular lattice is given a Boltzmann weight w(ca

b) or w(&c) that depends 
onn the labels a, b and c of its edges. The weight of a tile in the square-triangle tiling 
iss then determined by its shape and orientation. The weights of the squares are 

M 0
+X_+o),, w(VM +°- ) and u.(+:>(0-+) 

andd those of the triangles are 

w ( ¥¥¥ w (_--_), w(A) and w (-*-). 
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Figuree 4.4: The square tiles occur in three different orientations and the triangular 
tiless occur in four different orientations. A square tile corresponds to a pair of 
adjacentt faces in the triangular lattice. Both these faces have edge labels 0, +. — 
(inn anti-clockwise order), with their common edge, that corresponds to the diagonal 
off  the square tile, bearing label 0. A triangular tile corresponds to a face labelled 
withh all +'s or all —'s in the triangular lattice. 

4.33 Bethe Ansatz 

4.3.11 Transfer matr ix, vacuum and particles 

Considerr the square-triangle tiling represented on the triangular lattice as described 
inn the previous section. The lattice can be divided into horizontal layers that are 
onee triangular face high. It is obvious how to define the transfer matrix T for such a 
layerr that connects two rows of labelled horizontal edges. This transfer matrix can 
bee diagonalised by means of a coordinate Bethe Ansatz. An elementary counting 
argumentt shows that the numbers of 0, + and — labels of horizontal edges are 
conservedd between the rows. The row with all edges labelled 0 will serve as the 
referencee state or vacuum in the Bethe Ansatz, while the labels + and — represent 
particless of two different types. 

Theree is only one configuration where all horizontal edges bear label 0. It consists 
off  faces "0

+ and +°-_. The corresponding configuration of the square-triangle tiling is 
aa regular covering with tiles of a single orientation. Define the "reduced" transfer 
matrixx by 

ff =T/[w(-*)w(M L, 
wheree the denominator is the weight of one layer of the triangular lattice in this 
configuration.. Here L denotes the number of horizontal edges in a row and periodic 
boundaryy conditions in the horizontal direction are assumed. Similarly define the 
reducedd weight of a face of the triangular lattice by 

WCWC11*)*)  = u>(r?)/w^), (4-1) 
wUr)wUr) = w(£c)/w(+%_). (4.2) 

I tt turns out that in the reduced transfer matrix these weights occur only in the 
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followingg four combinations: 

tt++=ü(=ü(++
++

++)MS)MS++),), (4-3) 
t-t- = w{-s)w{sj, (4.4) 

ss++  = w(°+-)w(-+o), (4-5) 

S__ = w(^°)w(0-+). (4.6) 

Thee former two are the reduced weights of mirror-image pairs of triangular tiles, 
whereass the latter two are the reduced weights of square tiles. Different choices for 
thee weights are found in the literature. Widom [86] and Kalugin [54] assign weights 
11 and ) to the squares depending on their orientations and weight 1 to the 
triangles,, such that in our notation 

t+=t-t+=t-  = l, s+ = e4>, s_=e_ <^ . 

Nienhuiss [69] assigns different weights to the squares on one hand and the triangles 
onn the other hand, irrespective of their orientation, such that 

t+t+  = t- = t, s+ = s_ = 1. 

Wee describe the Bethe Ansatz for general weights, which means only a very slight 
modificationn of the results in the literature. 

4.3.22 One-particle transfer-matrix eigenfunctions 

Numberr the horizontal edges in each second row . . ., —2, — 1, 0, 1, 2, . .. from left to 
right.. Number the horizontal edges in the other rows . . ., — |, — ^, |, |, . .. from left 
too right. (This is just as described in Subsection 3.2.) Consider a row of horizontal 
edgess with one label + at position x and all other edges labelled 0. Denote this row 
statee ®x. There is only one way to label the edges in the lattice layer below this 
row,row, which is shown in Figure 4.5. This can be formulated in terms of the reduced 
transferr matrix as 

(f^){ex)(f^){ex) = t+^(® x + \). 

Thee solution to the eigenvalue equation Tip — Aip is a plane wave 

ip(®ip(® x) = Auu
x 

with h 
AA = t+u* 

andd Au an arbitrary amplitude. Similarly when there is one label — amidst all 0 
labelss the reduced transfer matrix is given by 

M e j f ) = L ^ ( e j - j ) . . 

Thee solution of the eigenvalue problem then is 

^ ( 00 y) = Avv
v, 
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++ - + - + + + - + - + 

Figuree 4.5: When a row of horizontal edges has all labels 0 except for one +, the 
latticee layer below that row has only one possible configuration of edge labels. The 
lowerr row also has a + label, displaced \ step to the right. The + labels on the 
horizontall  edges belong to a domain wall, made up of triangles, that runs from 
bottomm right to top left. 

4.3.33 Many-particle transfer-matrix eigenfunctions 

Inn the previous subsection the eigenfunctions of the one-particle transfer matrix 
weree derived. For the many-particle case the derivation is more complicated, so 
wee only give the resulting eigenfunctions. The transfer matrix of the system with 
severall  + and — particles has eigenfunctions that are linear combinations of piece-
wisee many-particle plane-wave functions, which will now be described. Consider 
configurationss of a row of horizontal edges with n+ labels + and n_ labels —. 
Denotee the positions of the + particles by x\ < X2 <  < xn+ and those of the — 
particless by y\ < 2/2 <  < 2M_  A many-particle plane wave is of the form 

n++ n_ 

«/'(particlee positions) = A Y[ u*' J [̂ vf, (4.7) 
i = ii  j = i 

wheree A is a constant amplitude. It involves n+ exponentiated wave numbers u\, 
i(2,, , un+ for the + particles and n~ exponentiated wave numbers v\, V2, , vn_ 
forr the — particles. 

Byy a piece-wise plane wave we mean a function that is of the form (4.7) where 
AA now depends on the pattern in which the + and — labels alternate. We represent 
thiss alternation by the corresponding sequence of the exponentiated wave numbers. 
Thee eigenfunction is obtained by symmetrising this piece-wise plane wave over all 
++ particle wave numbers and over all — particle wave numbers: 

^(particlee positions) = J ] J^ A- HuZ\i) H vl'<jy  (4-8) 
nn a i=l j — 1 

Heree 7r and a run through all permutations of {1, 2 , . . ., n+} and of {1, 2 , . . ., n_ } , 
respectively.. The + particle with coordinate Xi has exponentiated wave number 
uff(j)) and the — particle with coordinate yj has vau). 

Thee amplitude A.,, in the summand depends on, and is labelled with, the se-
quencee of wave numbers corresponding to the sequence of the particles when the 
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roww of horizontal edges is traversed from left to right. This sequence contains un^^ 
11^(2)111^(2)1  i w7r(n+) in that order and i ^ i ) , va(2), ' vo(n-) in that order, but the 
u^su^s and the Vj's interlace according to the alternation of + and — particles. The 
changee of the amplitude A... when in the sequence of u^s and Uj's two consecutive 
memberss are interchanged is given by 

(4.9) ) 

(4.10) ) 

(4.11) ) 

J 1 . . . ü , ü , / .. . 

A A 
--rr^...U^...Uii lUilUi  .. 

A A 
rr*...VjVy*...VjVy .. 

A A 

A A 

A A 

-- = - 1 

-- = 1 

'' — <? 
" U ,, Vj ) 

where e 
S-S- s+ _ : 

SuvSuv = ~U + —V . 
t __ t-j -

(4.12) ) 

Thesee relations determine the amplitude A,,, for all sequences of u^s and v^s up to 
ann overall factor. 

Thee eigenvalue of the reduced transfer matrix for the eigenfunction (4.8) is 

A=n*+«?? i i *-*;* (4.13) ) 
J =I I 

4.3.44 Bethe Ansatz equations 
Thee form (4.8) of the eigenfunction is consistent with periodic boundary conditions 
iff  the Bethe Ansatz equations are satisfied: 

nn+ + 

«Ï«Ï = (-: l l ^ U i V j " " 

(4.14) ) 

(4.15) ) 
2 =1 1 

Thesee equations determine the u^s and Vj's and hence the eigenfunction (4.8) with 
itss eigenvalue (4.13). It is convenient to substitute 

s+t. s+t. 

S-S- t+ 

Uponn this substitution (4.12) becomes 

and d 
ss++ t-

(4.16) ) 

On, On, 
ss++  s_ 
JZtZ JZtZ 

it-ri), it-ri), 
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whichh displays a symmetry between £ and r\ and hence between u and v. The BAEs 
(4.14)) and (4.15) become 

(Sr) i ""(zfef 5-H - r+ " ,n (4'-^ )-- (4'17) 

Inn the thermodynamic limi t a set of two coupled integral equations can be de-
rivedd from these BAEs. These integral equations can be solved by exploiting the 
monodromyy properties of the functions they involve. This leads to an expression for 
thee entropy of the model as a function of the triangle density. Remarkably this so-
lutionn only covers the twelvefold symmetric point and the sixfold symmetric regime, 
wheree the triangles predominate and the density of Bethe Ansatz particles + and — 
iss high; an exact expression for the entropy in the fourfold symmetric regime seems 
too be out of reach. 

AA Bethe Ansatz for the square-triangle tiling (in a lattice representation) was 
firstt obtained by Widom [86]. The solution of the BAEs in the thermodynamic limit , 
whichh we have not shown, is due to Kalugin [54]. A didactic exposition of the entire 
solutionn was given by Nienhuis [69]. 

4.44 Relation to the A;, model 

Thee existence of a coordinate Bethe Ansatz for the square triangle random tiling 
modell  can be explained from its relation to the A2 model. The latter is a vertex 
modell  on the square lattice with three edge states. For a special value of the spectral 
parameter,, its (four-leg) vertex weight factorises into two three-leg vertices. This 
yieldss a vertex model on the honeycomb lattice. When this model is represented on 
thee dual (triangular) lattice, each lattice face has a weight depending on the state 
off  its edges. The three possible states of an edge can be mapped to 0, + and — in 
suchh a way that the allowed face configurations are those of Figure 4.4 as well as 
thee up and down triangle with a 0 on all edges. In a suitable limi t the weights of 
thee all-0 faces vanish. In summary, the square-triangle tiling is a special case of the 
AA{{

22
]]  model. 

Thee vertex weights of that model are associated with the affine Lie algebra A2 . 
Thee model admits a solution to the Yang-Baxter equation [24, 22, 74]. In general a 
solutionn to this equation implies the existence of an algebraic Bethe Ansatz [80, 81]. 
Inn such a Bethe Ansatz there are conserved "particle" numbers, but generally these 
"particles""  cannot be identified with certain local configurations of the model. 

Thiss connection between the square-triangle tiling and the integrable A2 model 
wass found by De Gier and Nienhuis [43]. 
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4.55 Yang-Baxter equation 

Ass sketched in the previous section, the square-triangle tiling can be obtained from 
thee A2 model by first giving the spectral parameter a special value and then sending 
somee of the fields to zero and others to infinity. The model that results from taking 
thiss limit has no spectral parameter left. This can be improved upon, however, by 
simultaneouslyy sending the spectral parameter of the A2 model to its special value 
andd the fields to zero and infinity [41]. The resulting model still has a spectral 
parameterr and satisfies the Yang-Baxter equation. 

Inn this section it wil l be assumed that the weights of the square-triangle tiling 
representedd on the triangular lattice have the symmetry 

ü{ü{cc?)?) = w{f:c), 

soo that 

w{--w{--00+)+)  = w(^-) = 1, 

to(V)) = w(+\) = 4 

w(s)w(s) = w(_-_) = tl 

w(°r)w(°r) = w(*n) * 
++ ' 

w(w(++ L°)L°) = w(Q-+) = si 

forr other values of a, b, c. 

(4.19) ) 

(4.20) ) 

(4.21) ) 

(4.22) ) 

(4.23) ) 

(4.24) ) 

Wee return to the simultaneous limit of the spectral parameter and the fields of the 
AA22 model. For the appropriate choice of the ratios between the rates at which the 
thesee quantities approach their limiting values, the weights of the resulting model 
withh new spectral parameter u are given by 

wwuu(+(+  + +) 

VJu{-VJu{-++
00+) +) 

11 ° 't 

wwuu{-~-) {-~-) 

™u(°~™u(°~++ ~) ~) 

Wu{\°) Wu{\°) 

wwuu(+l+) (+l+) 

Wu(%- ) ) 

wwuu(dy) (dy) 

== Wu(+0
+~) 

==  Wu(-+_°) 

== *+, 
l l 

—— t2 

== 1, 

== *- , 
ll  l 

—— s+> 

== s-, 

== s+u, 

—— 0 for other values of a, b, b, c,, d. 

(4.25) ) 

(4.26) ) 

(4.27) ) 

(4.28) ) 

(4.29) ) 

(4.30) ) 

(4.31) ) 

(4.32) ) 

(4.33) ) 
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Thiss square weight can be factorised into two triangle weights, 

(4.34) ) 

thatt are given by 

wwuu(( ) = wu(,+_) = s\ur' 
»„(?)) = w„(&)=^ ' forr other values of a, b, c. 

(4.35) ) 

(4.36) ) 

AA new edge state * has been introduced in (4.35). The weight w(ca
b) in (4.36) is given 

byy (4.19)-(4.24). The weights (4.25)-(4.31) represent the square-triangle tiling on 
thee square lattice. As expressed by (4.34) and (4.36), this representation is obtained 
fromm that on the triangular lattice by grouping pairs of faces into squares. With 
(4.32)) the spectral parameter introduces a new tile into the square-triangle tiling, a 
rhombuss with angles 7r/6 and 57r/6 that occurs in only one orientation. The limiting 
proceduree used to obtain the above weights can also also be applied to the R-matrix 
off  the A\ ' model. The entries of the resulting R-matrix are given by 

Wu(!o;)) = 

wwuu(%)(%) = 

WuitX)WuitX) = 
{{  d- c \ 

«MA )) = 

—s—s++  t_ 

-s+u, -s+u, 

—— S+ S-

<5<j,66 Sd, 

Y Y 

-t+V V 
& & forr other values of a, b, c, d. 

Thee weights and the i?-matrix satisfy the Yang-Baxter equation, 

(4.37) ) 

(4.38) ) 

(4.39) ) 

(4.40) ) 

(4.41) ) 

Thee faces with weight given by (4.34) with (4.35)-(4.36) have been drawn as rhombi, 
too indicate their factorisation into two triangles. The faces representing the .R-matrix 
givenn by (4.37)-(4.40) have been given a mark in the top corner, to distinguish them 
fromm other R-matrices that will  be denned below. Both sides of (4.41) are to be 
readd as partition sums of the patches depicted, where the dashed lines indicate 
thatt two edges are identified and the quantities written inside the faces are spectral 
parameters.. The spin values a, b, ..., ƒ on the external edges are kept fixed, while 
thee spin values on the (three) internal edges are summed over. The above Yang-
Baxterr equation therefore means that 

£,m,n £,m,n 

forr all a, 6, . . . , ƒ. 
r,s,t r,s,t 
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Thee i?-matrix also satisfies the inversion relation, 

SSaa,b,b 5d,c (4.42) ) 

Reflectionn symmetry (which involves exchanging s+ and s_, and t+ and £_) yields 
anotherr set of weights, described by 

e e 

insteadd of (4.34), with the triangle weights given by 

ii  i 

WuC^6)) = Wu(i,ac) = w(c^6) for other values of a, b, c, 

insteadd of (4.35)-(4.36). The i?-matrix for this set of weights is given by 

(4.43) ) 

(4.44) ) 

(4.45) ) 

wwuu((
++<>l) <>l) 

wwuu(°<X) (°<X) 

-S--S- t+ u, 
-s__ u, 

-s-s++  s- tZ u, 
wwu{£i)u{£i) = öa,böd,c for other values of a, b, c, d. 

Off  course these weights and this fi-matrix satisfy the analogues of (4.41) and (4.42): 

(4.46) ) 

and d 

<>a,b<>a,b S, d.c-d.c- (4.47) ) 
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Thee iï-matrices occurring in the Yang-Baxter equations (4.41) and (4.46) were ob-
tainedd from the A)p model by taking a special limi t [41]. By direct computation, or 
byy a modification of the limi t procedure from [41], we can also obtain the R-matrix 
forr the "mixed" case, 

(4.48) ) 

Thiss _R-matrix is given by 

w«(-0+) ) -s+-s+ S- u, 

y~]]  w{a
e
b)w(de

c) for other values of a, b, c, d, 

wheree the triangle weights in the second equation are given by (4.19)-(4.24). Note 
thatt this i?-matrix, like the weights given by (4.34) with (4.35)-(4.36) and the 
weightss given by (4.43) with (4.44)-(4.45), represents the square-triangle tiling with 
aa new tile. This i?-matrix does not satisfy an inversion relation like (4.42) and (4.47) 
ass it is not invertible at all. 


